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Abstract

eChronicle applications are inherently event-centric, en-
abling users to find and explore important events in an ap-
plication domain and providing unified access to any me-
dia that document them. Today’s multimedia data manage-
ment components such as multimedia databases, however,
are largely media-centric, considering events – if at all –
just as one of many pieces of media metadata. Obfuscat-
ing event exploration and event-driven access to media, they
are only of limited use for the implementation of eChroni-
cle applications. Using a concrete eChronicle application
in the defense domain, this paper motivates the need for
event-centric multimedia data management components. As
a foundation, the paper proposes the E multimedia event
model and discusses essential design considerations for the
development of that model. E’s genericity and profound
adaptability to varying application needs make the model
a suitable foundation for reusable multimedia data man-
agement components that are useful not only for eChron-
icle applications, but for any multimedia application where
event-driven access to content is of interest.

1. Introduction

Emerging multimedia applications such as eChronicles
[15] and life logs [10] aim at providing ways of explor-
ing the course of real-world events and unified access to
any media about those. In the DARPA project “Electronic
Chronicling and Group Wear for Advanced Soldier Infor-
mation Systems and Technology” (EC-ASSIST) – on which
we work with partners from IBM T. J. Watson Research
Center, Georgia Tech, MIT, and AWare Tech – we are de-
veloping a multimedia eChronicle that helps soldiers going
out on reconnaissance missions with wearable sensors and
media production devices analyzing and reporting the im-

portant events of their missions after their return.
However, current infrastructure components for multi-

media data management such as multimedia databases and
multimedia retrieval systems are media-centric. They focus
on media and their descriptive metadata, often even limiting
themselves to a single media type such as image or video
[19]. The particular events documented by media – if at all
considered – form just one part of media metadata; there
is no dedicated support for exploring the course of events
and uniformly accessing any kind of documenting media.
In order to obtain adequate implementation platforms for
eChronicle applications, there is the need for event-centric
multimedia data management components that treat events
as first-class citizens just like eChronicles do.

To this end, we make several essential contributions in
this paper: using EC-ASSIST, we illustrate the inadequacy
of traditional media-centric multimedia data management
components for the implementation of eChronicle appli-
cations, highlighting the potential benefits of event-centric
data management components in this regard. We then dis-
cuss essential design considerations for a multimedia event
model that can serve as a common foundation of event-
centric multimedia data management components, rang-
ing from common multimedia event query and rule lan-
guages to reusable multimedia event exploration environ-
ments, databases, query and inference engines based on
these languages. Finally, we propose E, a generic multi-
media event model developed along these considerations.

Due to its genericity and adaptability, E and multime-
dia data management components based onE are applicable
to not only EC-ASSIST and other eChronicle applications,
but generally to any multimedia application in which event-
driven organization and access of media is of interest, for
example news media databases.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 motivates
the need for event-centric multimedia data management
components. Section 3 presents important design consider-
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Figure 1. Media-centric (a) vs. event-centric (b) media management

ations for a multimedia event model for event-centric data
management components. Section 4 with E presents and
semi-formally defines such an event model. Section 5 ex-
amines related work. Section 6 provides a conclusion and
outlines current and future work.

2. Event-Centric Media Management

Using the after-mission analysis and reporting eChron-
icle being developed in EC-ASSIST as an illustration, we
now elaborate on why media-centric multimedia data man-
agement components are not much of a help for the imple-
mentation of eChronicle applications and why event-centric
data management components are needed instead.

In fact, the first prototype of the EC-ASSIST after-
mission analysis eChronicle – developed by our partners
from IBM – has been built on top of a traditional media-
centric multimedia database. In the database, the various
media (including videos, photos, and audio recordings) cap-
tured both manually and automatically during missions are
indexed by context data (including time and GPS position of
their capture), by content categories such as indoors, gun-
shot, or car determined by content analysis, and by other
metadata such as the results of speech transcription and face
and number plate detection.

While this first prototype was positively received by sol-
diers in a recent field trial, we are aware of inherent lim-

itations incurred by the use of a media-centric multimedia
database as the storage backend. For illustration, Figure
1 contrasts the prototype’s current user interface (a) with
an experimental alternative user interface we have imple-
mented on top of an E-based event store (b), both of which
directly mirror the corresponding approach to multimedia
data management of their respective backend. The interface
of the prototype depicted in Figure 1 (a) permits the filter-
ing of the media collected on a mission straight-forwardly
along the various context data, content categories, and other
metadata in the media-centric multimedia database; a map
view is available for filtering along location. The experi-
mental interface on top of the event store, in contrast, per-
mits the filtering of the events that occurred during missions
along time, location, and structure; the media collected on
a mission are accessible via the events they document.

Note that it is not our intention here to compare and as-
sess the particular designs of these user interfaces, but rather
to offer the reader visual cues to follow the ensuing discus-
sion of the implications and opportunities involved with the
use of media- or event-centric multimedia data management
components for eChronicle applications like EC-ASSIST.

A major problem of using media-centric multimedia
data management components for the implementation of
eChronicle applications is the impedance mismatch be-
tween the primary objects of interest to data management
and the primary objects of interest to users. Media-centric



data management components faciliate querying along me-
dia and their metadata, and the result of those queries are
again media. When performing after-mission analysis in
EC-ASSIST, however, soldiers primarily want to get hold
of important events that occurred on their missions such as
observations, encounters, or insurgents arrested and their
characteristics. Media are only one source of information
among others from which insights about such events can
be obtained. Unlike event-centric multimedia data manage-
ment components, media-centric components typically do
not provide immediate support for the querying of events.

In event-centric multimedia data management compo-
nents, events provide a unified index onto any media and
sensor data that document an event regardless of type. This
has two benefits: events provide a multimodal abstraction
from raw media and sensor data, which promotes the appli-
cation of multimodal content and sensor analysis for event
detection and inference. In the context of the eChronicle
for after-mission analysis in EC-ASSIST this is of particu-
lar relevance. The recent field trial has shown, for exam-
ple, that audio recordings during missions were heavily dis-
torted, leaving the detection of events like soldiers greeting
people by means of speech transcription alone very unreli-
able; but the situation can be improved by also taking sen-
sor data from accelerometers on the soldiers’ bodies into
account to detect handshakes. In contrast, media-centric
multimedia data management components per se consider
any media and sensor data about an event in insolation.

The second benefit is scalability. When analyzing data
from hundreds of missions and selecting an area on a map
view, media-centric multimedia data management compo-
nents will interpret the query such that any scrap of media
captured during a mission in that area is to be returned. But
the soldier is more likely to share the interpretation of event-
centric multimedia data management components to deliver
the important events that occurred in the area, abstracting
from the potentially many media that document them.

Moreover, events are a single concept that can be seam-
lessly applied to any level of abstraction. If based on event-
centric multimedia database components, the EC-ASSIST
after-mission analysis eChronicle can not only capture low-
level media creation and content analysis events such as
“manual photo” or “gunshot”, but also hierarchically com-
pose them (e.g., via spatio-temporal clustering) into higher-
level domain events like “observation” or “encounter” close
to the user’s thinking. Although media and their metadata
stored in media-centric multimedia data management com-
ponents could be seen as media creation and content anal-
ysis events, composite event cannot be represented without
adding data modeling constructs such as media folders or
complex media objects [19].

Treating events as first-class citizens independent of me-
dia, event-centric multimedia data management compo-

nents can handle multiple views onto the same media grace-
fully. This is useful for the EC-ASSIST eChronicle, since
two soldiers may have different opinions about the course
of a mission. Also, in addition to composing the events
of a single patrol into one hierarchical structure, it may be
just as valid to group events across patrols, for instance, to
identify “area of observation” events out of spatially close
clusters of “observation” events from different missions. By
storing interpretations of content in media metadata, in con-
trast, media-centric multimedia data management compo-
nents tend to superimpose global views onto content.

For mission analysis in EC-ASSIST, not only events are
of user interest but also the associations between events,
like structural, causality, temporal, and spatial relationships.
Due to their focus on media, however, media-centric mul-
timedia data management components typically (if at all)
consider only associations between media. This makes
the representation of inter-event associations in the after-
mission analysis eChronicle difficult.

Finally, events are also central concept in distributed sys-
tem design. Basing the after-mission analysis eChronicle
on top of event-centric multimedia data management com-
ponents suits the distributed nature of media and sensor data
production in EC-ASSIST. It also opens up the system to fu-
ture extensions such as the analysis of live events from on-
going missions or the provision of a mobile notification sys-
tem that informs soldiers on patrol about important events
in other missions close by.

These lines of argumentation in favor of event-centric
multimedia data management components can be analo-
gously extended not only to other eChronicle applications,
but also to classic areas of multimedia data management:
when users search for media, they are very often on the
lookout for information about events. This is very obvious
in the case of news and sports media retrieval [30, 9]; less
obvious but indicated by studies is that people searching or
browsing their personal media collections also mainly ori-
ent themselves along events [28].

3. A Multimedia Event Model: Design Consid-
erations

As a foundation for the development of event-centric
multimedia data management components that are use-
ful for eChronicle applications like the EC-ASSIST after-
mission analysis tool, the development of a common mul-
timedia event model is highly desirable. A common model
opens up the way towards reusable and interoperable com-
ponents like common event stores, middleware for event
propagation and notification, event detectors, and event in-
ference engines; common formalisms and languages for
multimedia event processing including event query lan-
guages and rule languages for the detection of new events;



and reusable user interface components for event querying
and exploration.

A common multimedia event model may even constitute
the germ of an Event Web [14]: a world-wide infrastructure
of interlinked events and related media as opposed to the
network of interlinked hypermedia documents provided by
the World-Wide Web.

When designing an event model that is supposed to meet
these expectations, several aspects need to be considered:

• The event model should be defined formally such that
it facilitates the development of event query and rule
languages with sound semantics that allow optimized
query and rule processing. However, we leave the is-
sue of formality aside for the rest of the paper. For
the development of E, we have opted for an agile two
step approach: the model has first been prototyped via
object-oriented design in order to be able to apply the
model and react to necessary changes quickly – the pa-
per presents this state of design. The transcription of
the semi-formal model to its final formal form is cur-
rent work in progress.

• The model should allow globally unique and uniform
identification of events, such that it is possible to ad-
dress events from different, even distributed sources.

• A suitable multimedia event model should be expres-
sive. It should provide rich means to capture elemen-
tary aspects of event description: the temporal aspect
– i.e., the time when an event occurred – the spatial
aspect – i.e., the place where an event occurred – the
informational aspect – i.e., description of the kind of
event occurring and the involved entities – the expe-
riential aspect – i.e., media or other sensor data pro-
viding documentation on the course of an event – the
structural aspect – i.e., sub-events occurring during the
course of an event – and the causal aspect – i.e., the
events that led to a given event.

• In order to cover the experiential aspects of events and
to provide unified media indexing, the event model
should offer a high degree of media-awareness. Events
should be capable of referring to a variety of differ-
ent documenting media or sensor data from different
sources. The representation of elementary metadata
and features of the media and sensor data referenced
should also be possible to support the selection of me-
dia documenting events or similarity-based retrieval.

• Nevertheless, a multimedia event model should still
maintain media-independence. Since events may be
documented by many different media, they do not form
a descriptive property of a single medium alone and
cannot reasonably be made part of its metadata; events
exist independent of documenting media.

• To open access paths from events to the entities of the
domain and information about those entities, the model
should show knowledge-awareness. It should allow
references to external information in various knowl-
edge sources, ranging from ontologies or databases to
address books or calendars.

• A suitable event model should offer explicit support
for the representation of associations to be able to cap-
ture important structural, causal, or spatio-temporal re-
lationships between events.

• Current media and sensor data analysis methods for
the automatic detection of events, event properties, and
associations between events are unreliable and impre-
cise. Thus, a suitable multimedia event model – and
indirectly, any query and rule languages on top of it
– must offer intrinsic support for uncertainty, not only
with regard to events but also to event properties and
associations.

• Different applications need to describe the different as-
pects of events in different fashions. The events in the
EC-ASSIST eChronicle application are different from
the events in a research eChronicle [11]. The event
model should be adaptable and extensible to suit the
needs of many different applications.

A popular class of event models – often encountered in
current eChronicle applications (e.g., [1, 11, 16]) and in dis-
tributed event notification and data stream management sys-
tems (e.g., [4, 6, 8]) – uses simple tuples to represent events.
Why not just follow this wide-spread modeling approach for
the development of a common multimedia event model and
“be done with it”?

Figure 2 provides a sketch of a typical tuple-oriented
event model design. In the sketch, an event tuple addresses
the event’s informational aspect by elements providing an
event id, the event type, and a set of additional generic
attribute-value pairs that further describe the what of an
event. Its temporal aspect is captured by a timestamp, its
spatial aspect by a GPS position.1 The structural aspect is
represented by a set of ids of subevents that occurred during
the event. Similarly, the causal aspect is represented by a
set of ids of the events that caused the present event. Fi-
nally, the experiential aspect is captured by a set of network
addresses in form of URLs that refer to sources of docu-
menting media and sensor data.

While straightforward at first glance, this approach to
event model design does not take the above design consid-
erations sufficiently into account and yield a broadly ap-
plicable foundation for event-centric multimedia data man-

1We could just as well use time intervals and geographic areas without
changing the general validity of the ensuing line of argumention.



e = (id, type, {attribute values}, timestamp, GPS, {subevents}, {causal events}, {sensor URLs})

{
informational

aspect {
temporal
aspect

spatial
aspect{ {

structural
aspect {

causal
aspect {

experiential
aspect

Figure 2. Simple tuple-based event model

agement components. Firstly, uncertainty is not consid-
ered. Although it would be possible to add an uncertainty
attribute-value pair to the informational aspect, uncertainty
may not just affect a complete event but also any of its prop-
erties. This is hard to capture with a simple tuple model.

Secondly, the hard-wired representation of an event’s
temporal and spatial aspects in form of timestamps and
GPS positions limits the model’s applicability. While times-
tamps and GPS positions are perfect for the modeling of
the time and place of discrete, usually low-level technical
events (e.g., “gunshot” in the EC-ASSIST scenario), they
are not adequate to represent continuous events with tem-
poral and spatial extensions (e.g., “patrol” in EC-ASSIST).
In other applications, it may even be inadequate to use time
intervals or geographic areas: for example, one might want
to express the temporal aspect of an event by referring to
an abstract temporal concept for which no reasonable exact
time interval can be given (e.g., “Christmas”) or the spatial
aspect via a spatial association to another event, because the
position of an event is only known relatively to another.

Thirdly, using references to capture sub-events and
causal events is not an appropriate substitute for explicit
structural and causal associations. This imposes a single
structure and causality onto an event as a global fact. But as
already explained: soldiers in the EC-ASSIST eChronicle
application, for instance, may have different views onto the
course of a patrol and the reasons for that course.

Fourthly, the experiential aspect of an event is not cap-
tured sufficiently in the sketched model, since media meta-
data is not considered.

Recognizing these problems of tuple-oriented event
model designs, we have chosen to follow a different route
for the development of E, as outlined in the next section.

4. A Multimedia Event Model: E

Following the design considerations set forth in the pre-
vious section, we have developed the E multimedia event
model as a generic foundation for event-centric multimedia
data management components. The basic principles behind
E are:

• Cover the primary objects of interest: These not only
include events but also media and other sensor data that

document the course of the events as well as concepts
to which the events are related. This establishes E’s
media- and knowledge-awareness.

• Address the essential aspects of event description: The
model takes explicit account of the temporal, spatial,
informational, experiential, structural, and causal as-
pects for the description of events.

• Provide rich event descriptors: Events can be de-
scribed by attribute values of arbitrary complexity,
simple tags, references to concepts, media, and other
sensor data, and may participate in associations. Thus,
E is highly expressive.

• Permit the characterization of any event aspect with
any kind of descriptor: Departing from any other event
model we know of, E does not prescribe which de-
scriptors to use for an event’s various aspects. For ex-
ample, the spatial aspect of an event could be captured
via an attribute value representing a geographic point,
a more complex attribute value representing a geo-
graphic area, a spatial association to another event, a
geographic concept denoting a well-known landmark,
or even a stream of sensor data originating from a GPS
receiver. This results in a high degree of adaptability
to application needs and makes E broadly applicable.

• Support uncertainty: In E, events as well as their de-
scriptors can be attributed with confidence values, cov-
ering uncertainty not only on the event but also on the
level of event properties.

• Offer genericity and extensibility: E does not predefine
any types of events, sensor data, and concepts just as it
does not predefine any attribute, tag, concept reference
or association types. These can be defined as needed
for an application. A consequence of this generic ex-
tensibility is the need for an event schema language for
the definition of the various types allowed by an appli-
cation. This schema language is still work in progress.

Figure 3 gives an overview of the basic structure of the
E model. The various constituents of the model share a
common set of characteristics. Each constituent is glob-
ally and uniformly identifiable a 128 bit universally unique



+ id : UUID
+ name?: String
+ type: URI
+ schema: URI
+ creator: URI
+ creationTime: UTC
+ confidence: [0..1]

Constituent

PrimaryObject Descriptor Aspect*1 * 1

temporal:

spatial:

informational:

experiential:

structural:

causal:

<<instantiates>>

Aspect 
inv: confidence = 1

described by addresses

Figure 3. E event model overview (UML class
diagram)

identifier (UUID). These can be created in large numbers in
a distributed fashion without coordination overhead, which
is beneficial for the use of E for distributed event-centric
multimedia data management components. A constituent’s
id can further be augmented by a human-readable name.

The semantics of a constituent are denoted by its type,
which is given by a uniform resource identifier (URI).
E leaves the definition of suitable types to applications. Fo-
cusing on the modeling of events, however,E does not cover
such type definitions and defers that to an event schema lan-
guage yet to be developed. The type of each constituent is
further augmented by the schema which it is part of, again
identified by a URI. This permits a future event schema pro-
cessor to look up the declaration of a constituent type and
establishes a namespace mechanism.

Moreover, E records for each constituent the creator and
a timestamp of its technical creation. Denoted by a URI,
the creator of a constituent can be anything from a software
component or sensor to a user. Along with the creation time,
this can, for instance, be useful for synchronization. Note
that the creation time of an event is independent of its tem-
poral aspect: the technical creation of an event can happen
before the event takes place (e.g., when a future event is an-
nounced) just as well as after the event has occurred (e.g.,
when an event is reported after it has taken place).

Finally, each constituent has a confidence value from
[0..1], allowing for uncertainty at every level of the model.
E distinguishes three major categories of constituents:

the primary objects of interest including events, concepts,
media and sensor data; descriptors such as attribute values

or tags that can be attached to these primary objects of in-
terest; and the descriptive aspects to which the descriptors
refer. Predefined are the temporal, spatial, informational,
experiential, structural, and causal aspects; if reasonable for
an application, however, new aspects can be introduced. As
factual constituents that are either relevant or not, E requires
all aspects to have a confidence of 1.

Entity 
inv: confidence = 1
inv: Descriptor 
          -> forAll(confidence = 1)
inv: Descriptor 
          -> forAll(oclType
                          =AttributeValue)

+ location: URI
+ format: MIME
+ size: bytes

SensorReference
+ conceptID: URI
+ schema: URI
+ location: URI

KnowledgeReference

PrimaryObject

Occurrence Entity

Event

Activity

Constellation

SensorDataConcept

*

1

*

1

Figure 4. Primary objects of E (UML class di-
agram)

Figure 4 shows the primary objects in the E multimedia
event model. E distinguishes three different kinds of event-
like occurrences of importance: events, activities, and con-
stellations. The difference between events and activitites is
that events are telic – i.e., the occurrence signified by an
event is cumulating and not yet valid for any fraction of the
occurrence – whereas activities are atelic – i.e., the occur-
rence signified by an activity is also valid for any fraction.
“patrol” is an event while “enemy resistance” is an activity.2

By means of constellations,E can explicitly represent as-
sociations between two or more occurrences: events, activi-
ties, but also other constellations. The reason why Emodels
constellations as occurrences is that a discovered relation-
ship between occurrences may be an important occurrence
by itself: in the EC-ASSIST eChronicle application, for
example, the constellation that a “gunshot” event occurred
during the activity “search” can be an important occurrence
for after-mission analysis.

Concepts and sensor data form the second group of E’s
primary objects of interest, subsumed as entities. Entities
are factual: they either exist or do not. Entities thus al-
ways have a confidence of 1, just as any descriptor attached
to them. Concepts model abstract entities of a domain to
which events and other occurrences are related. E further

2This distinction largely depends on the observers viewpoint: a patrol
can be equally well regarded as an event of type “patrol” or an activity of
type “patrolling”. Nevertheless, E permits this distinction if useful.



allows references to external information sources about a
concept to be attached, such as databases, calendars, or RDF
descriptions. Each of those references uses URIs to encode
the id of the concept in the external source, the schema of
the external source, and network access information. This
makes E knowledge-aware.

By means of sensor data entities, E captures media and
other sensor data that document the course of events or
other occurrences. E further separates between sensor data
on an abstract level and references to sensor sources that
provide the data on a physical level: a single medium
may be available in different storage locations such as web
servers or databases. References to sensor sources encom-
pass network access information, encoding format, and size
(if available). Sensor data entities contribute to the media-
awareness of E.

Like other constituents, E’s primary objects have a type
property, allowing the distinction of any classes of events,
activities, and constellations as well as any categories of
concepts and sensor data required by an application.

+ start : offset
+ end: offset

TextualSelector

Document 
inv: Selector -> forAll (s1 |
          not(select -> exists(s2 |
             not(s1 = s2) and
             s1.oclType 
                = s2.oclType)) 
        )

Descriptor

Constellation

Concept

SensorData

Participation

Reference

Document

*1

*1

*1

Selector

*

1

+ topleft : point
+ width: pixels
+ height: pixels

SpatialSelector
+ start : msec
+ duration: msec

TemporalSelector

+ value : Object
+ domain: Class

AttributeValue

+ tag : String
Tag

AttributeValue 
inv: value.oclType = domain

Figure 5. Object descriptors of E (UML class
diagram)

Figure 5 depicts the various descriptors that E offers for
the description of the primary objects of interest. Descrip-
tors are second-class objects; their existence depends on the
primary objects they describe. Any descriptor refers to ex-
actly on aspect of description; however, E does not impose
any limitations on which descriptor to use for which aspect,
allowing the model to suit very different application needs.

Attribute value descriptors allow one to attach typed
attribute-value pairs to a primary object. The attribute for

which a value is provided is identified by the type property
common to all constituents; the value itself is represented
by an object of a class that suits the domain of the attribute.
Thus, attribute values can range from rather primitive val-
ues – e.g., a timestamp describing the temporal aspect of an
event – to complex values – e.g., a color histogram provid-
ing some metadata for a piece sensor data.

Attribute values are the only descriptors that are not just
applicable to occurrences but also to entities. This restric-
tion may seem somewhat arbitrary. But although E should
be knowledge- and media-aware, we do not want to recreate
yet another full-fledged knowledge representation model
that distinguishes itself from similar models such as RDF
or Topic Maps only by incorporating some explicit event
concept. Instead, our focus is purely on the representation
of events for multimedia data management: we thus have
events pointing to concepts and media in external knowl-
edge and media sources, relying on existing technology.

While it would thus be consequent to not allow the de-
scription of entities with descriptors at all, we opted to make
a pragmatic exception for attribute values: it may be useful
for applications to have access to basic metadata and fea-
tures directly from within the Emodel (e.g., when choosing
between sensor data documenting an event) or to frequently
accessed basic information about concepts.

Document descriptors allow any occurrence – event, ac-
tivity, or constellation – to refer to sensor data that docu-
ment the occurrence. The kind or role of the documentation
provided is given by the document descriptor’s type prop-
erty. It is possible to only refer to parts of sensor data by
the use of selectors. Current selectors permit the selection
of parts by means of time intervals in temporal data, rectan-
gular spatial regions in visual data, regions in textual data,
or a combination of these. More selectors can be added to
the model. For reasons of simplicity, it is only allowed to
attach one selector of each kind to a document descriptor.

Reference descriptors interlink occurrences with con-
cepts to which they are related. The role the concept plays
for the occurrence is given by the reference’s type prop-
erty. Quite similar to references is the tag descriptor. But
instead of linking to a formal, predefined concept, the con-
cept referred to by a tag is given by a free text string. This
enables “folksonomy” applications where events are being
relaxedly annotated with free tags in a collaborative effort.

Finally, the participation desciptor interlinks an occur-
rence with a constellation in which it is involved. the role
the occurrence plays in that constellation is given by the
participation’s type property.

Figure 6 exemplifies how the different constituents of
E could play together for the representation of reconnais-
sance mission events. The example basically describes a
“gunshot” event that occurred as part of a search activity.
For reasons of space, the example is tailored to show each



composition:Constellation

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:event:gunshot
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:ibm:contentanalyzer
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 0.93

gunshot:Event

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:sensor:audio
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:soldier:joe
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 1

audio:SensorData
id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:document:autocapture
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:ibm:audioanalyzer
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 1

autocapture:Document
<<experiential>>

location = http://www...
format = audio/x-wav
size = 1000000

audioFile:SensorSource

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:attributevalue:time
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:system
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 33:33:05 PST 2005
confidence = 1
domain = Interval
object = Interval{Fri Dec 16 23:13:05 PST   
                             2005; 500msec}

time:AttributeValue
<<temporal>>

id = urn:uuid:...
name = "Hill 23"
type = urn:assist:type:concept:landmark
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:system
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2000
confidence = 1

hill23:Concept

conceptID = urn:gis:hill:23
schema = urn:gis:hilldb
location = jdbc://....

gis:KnowledgeSource

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:tag:action
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:soldier:joe
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 16:43:05 PST 2005
confidence = 1
tag = 'ReportRequired"

action:Tag
<<informational>>

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:constellation:composition
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:clusterer
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 0.89

composition:Constellation

constituent:Participation
<<structural>>

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:activity:searching
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:system
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 1

searching: Actitivity

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:reference:place
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:system
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 1

place:Reference
<<spatial>>

id = urn:uuid:...
type = urn:assist:type:participation:composite
schema = urn:assist:schema
creator = urn:assist:ibm:clusterer
creationTime = Fri Dec 16 23:23:05 PST 2005
confidence = 0.89

composite:Participation
<<structural>>

Figure 6. E event model example (UML object diagram)

model constituent, with the exception of aspects, once; the
event schema applied thus diverges from the one we used
for the experimential eChronicle interface of Figure 1 (b).

5. Related Work

Having presented theEmultimedia event model, we now
examine models from related areas. No model we know
of provides an equally suitable foundation for event-centric
multimedia data management components.

Events are a long standing concept in multimedia doc-
ument models like SMIL [3] and MHEG-5 [13] and pro-
gramming frameworks like QuickTime [2] and the Java Me-
dia Framework [29]. But the event models encountered in
this domain have a very limited focus on the representation
of presentation events with regard to temporal synchroniza-
tion and user interaction and cannot be reasonably general-
ized for event-centric multimedia data management compo-
nents.

Events also appear in multimedia databases and informa-
tion retrieval. Specialized, however, on single media types
and/or single application domains [19], the event models in
this area are mainly tailored to the representation of low-
level technical media events (e.g., scene changes or constel-
lations of objects in videos [7, 23]) or application-specific
domain-level events (e.g., sports or news [30, 9]), hardly
offering foundations for reusable event-centric multimedia
data management components. The few more generic event
models – for instance, as provided by the video database
SMOOTH [20] – lack media-independence spoiling unified
indexing of media of arbitrary type.

Events further play a traditional role in middleware, in
particular in event notification systems [26, 6, 4] and of late

also in some data stream management systems [8]. The
models in this domain capture events mostly as simple tu-
ples with all the problems described in Section 3: failure
of providing explict support for uncertainty, lack of ded-
icated associations hindering, for instance, adequate rep-
resentation of event structure and causality, and superim-
posed representations of an event’s temporal or spatial as-
pect (e.g., [8]) preventing a broader applicability for event-
centric multimedia data management components.

Many of the event models used by the various eChronicle
applications (such as for the exploration of events in sports
[27], meetings [16, 12], research [11], and business pro-
cesses [18]), life log applications [10], and event-oriented
media managers [1, 21] that have been proposed recently
use simple tuple models for the representation of events as
well and suffer from similar problems. These models are
also tailored to their specific domains, lacking extensibility
and adaptability to serve as foundations for infrastructural
event-centric multimedia data management components.

Only a few generic components for event-centric mul-
timedia data management have been proposed in the litera-
ture. MedSMan [22] is a generic media stream querying and
event detection system, the Multimedia Event Infrastructure
(MEP) [24] and MediÆther [5] offer distributed systems for
the propagation of and notification about multimedia events,
and Pack et al. [25] and Kim et al. [17] propose generic
multimedia event storage infrastructures. While offering
broader applicability than the application-specific models
of the eChronicle applications mentioned before, most of
the event models in these approaches again constitute sim-
ple tuple models with all incurring problems. Kim et al.
[17] even have a very unconventional notion of events: in
their work, an event is not an occurrence of importance but



merely a timestamped attribute-value pair produced a result
of media or sensor stream processing.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have argued that next-generation
eChronicle and life log applications are in need of event-
centric multimedia data management components and, us-
ing the EC-ASSIST project as an illustration, outlined
the problems with today’s media-centric data management
tools and infrastructures. We have discussed elementary de-
sign considerations for a suitable multimedia event model at
the heart of an event-centric media management. We have
then semi-formally presented E, a generic multimedia event
model that pays attention to these considerations.

Based on E, we have implemented a generic file-based
event store as a first event-centric multimedia data manage-
ment component using VisualWorks Smalltalk. The event
store offers a navigational object-oriented API structured
along the class diagrams of Section 4. Via this API, ap-
plications can access the events in the store and navigate
the relationships between them.

On top of the E event store, we have implemented
the experimental event-centric web user interface for after-
mission analysis in EC-ASSIST depicted by Figure 1 (b).
The navigational API of the event store kept the imple-
mentation of the demonstrator’s event query logic relatively
simple; due to the current lack of an event schema language
for E , however, the code of demonstrator is burdened with
additional validation code that ensures the integrity of the
EC-ASSIST event data in the store.

The provision of E opens up many interesting research
directions. Inter alia, we are working on the following:

• We are formalizing E.

• Based on the formal definition of E, we are develop-
ing an adequate event query algebra and a rule lan-
guage for the inference of events out of the occurrence
of other events. A unique characteristic of both alge-
bra and rule language is going to be support for uncer-
tainty.

• We are working on an event schema language for
E that permits the modular definition of the various
types of descriptors that are applicable to the different
types of events, activities, constellations, concepts, and
sensor data of a domain.

• We are developing a distributed publish/subscribe in-
frastructure that provides a middleware for integrating
distributed event detectors, event inference engines,
and event stores with event-driven multimedia appli-
cations on the basis of E.

• We are developing an event presentation and explo-
ration environment based on E.

• We are applying E and the developed tools and tech-
niques not only to reconnaissance mission analysis in
the EC-ASSIST project but also to other domains such
as situational awareness for emergency response and
video observation systems.

We are convinced that event-centricity is the next leap in
multimedia data management. With the E event model, we
are providing an essential foundation in that direction.
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